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SUMMARY

I'm a current West Chester University student, majoring in English writings with a concentration in 
creative writing. My experience with writing includes technical writing, news writing, research 
essays and creative writing. I have a plethora of print editing and proofreading experience, and 
practice my editing skills daily to strive for excellence within my craft. I'm also a published short 
story and poetry writer.

SKILLS

Bloomberg Professional, Google Analytics.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Reporter
ABC Corporation  June 1998 – September 2007 
 Wrote feature articles on investment trends, the economy and corporate executives in the 

Asia-Pacific region.
 Led coverage in reporting on breaking news such as the impact of capital controls on local 

financial markets.
 Wrote daily stories about stock markets in Thailand, the Philippines and other Asian nations.
 Covered corporate earnings reports, government economic statistics, currencies and bond 

markets.
 Reported on general news, terrorism and political events, including the impact on financial 

markets and economy following the Thai coup in 2006 and the change in Philippine 
presidential power in 2001.

 Articles that appeared in Bloombergs monthly Markets magazine and globally in newspapers 
such as the International Herald Tribune attracted the attention of investment managers who 
managed large portfolios.

 Conducted interviews with fund managers, analysts and government officials for Bloomberg 
television broadcasts.

Reporter
The News  1994 – 1998 
 Work as a sports reporter for two newspapers and their websites that work in conjunction with

each other.
 Pitch, write, and edit sports stories.
 Also drive and promote our content via social media.
 Occasionally work in the news department, and have covered events ranging from meetings 

to community happenings to a murder trial.
 I have been instrumental in transitioning The News-Dispatch to a stronger online presence.
 Was one of the first sports reporters to regularly drive content via social media and deliver 

news in a real-time fashion.
 Have been very efficient for our publications, being able to provide game stories, box scores, 

live updates for Twitter and photographs from a sporting event, often all in a single nights 
work..

EDUCATION
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Master's in Business Administration - 2015(Duke University, The Fuqua School of Business - 
Durham, NC)
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